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One of the most weird and mysterious Systems in the Sirius Sector. What makes it so special are the 
inhabitants of two local planets, which both have a starport. One being Planet Primus, with a population 
comprising of intelligent monkeys, and the other, Planet Gammu by intelligent robots. The bigger mystery 
however is why there has been such little interest, and as a consequence, no success in finding out how this 
happened. So far every research expedition reaching these planets, returned empty handed and later unable 
to explain why. Here now is a timely warning that in the rest of the System, around the above mentioned 
planets, control is very much by the Nomads. They attack everyone immediately they enter the System; 
being regularly reinforced from the Unknown 3 System connected via a Jump Hole (JH) located north of 
Planet Gammu.

A lesser known fact is that the JH leading from the Lower Unknown to Omicron Gamma is also the arrival 
point from Yakutsk in the Altair Sector to the Lower Unknown in Sirius Sector using a Dimensional Rift.

Even less known, is that in the past one special operative from The Order, who originated from Planet Primus
, was involved in the creation of one of the police clans. His name was "Ape" and he was well known for his 
unerring pursuit of criminals.

1. Bases & Dockable Planets

Planet Gammu
Planet Primus

2. Jump Holes 

Omicron Gamma

Note: This is the exit point for the Dimensional Rift located in the Yakutsk System (Altair Sector).

Unknown Jump Hole (map grid reference F5) - This JH leads to Unknown 3
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none
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